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800 words. Season 1.
CHECK CATALOG

George Turner, a recent widower, quits his job as a popular 800-word columnist for a Sydney newspaper.
On an impulse, he buys a house online in a remote seaside town in New Zealand. He then has to break
the news to his two teenage kids, Shay and Arlo, who just lost their mom and now face an even more
uncertain future. When the family arrives in their new home, the colorful and inquisitive locals ensure
Turner’s dream of a fresh start does not go according to plan.

Chicago fire. season five.
CHECK CATALOG

United in the face of peril, the brave firefighters, rescue squad members, and paramedics of Chicago
Firehouse 51 are pulled apart by issues beyond their control in the red-hot fifth season of Chicago Fire.
Firehouse Lt. Matt Casey and Gabriela Dawson work to build a safe home for their growing family, even as
their life-saving jobs demand their full attention. Rescue Squad Lt. Kelly Severide risks it all—and faces the
consequences—while the crew confronts monumental changes.

Release Date: August 2017

Chicago med. season 2.
CHECK CATALOG

When lives are on the line, the dedicated doctors, nurses, and staff of Chicago’s busiest trauma center
are the ones to trust. In the engrossing second season of Chicago Med, big changes put the ER on
an emotional collision course. A slew of both professional and personal issues-from legal setbacks to
romantic entanglements, illnesses, and the elusive work-life balance-threaten to affect those trying to
maintain cutting-edge medicine with care and compassion.

Release Date: August 2017

Doctor Thorne

CHECK CATALOG

The life of penniless Mary Thorne, who grows up with her Uncle, Dr. Thorne, and her relationship with the
family at nearby Greshamsbury Park estate.

Elementary. The fifth season.
CHECK CATALOG

The erratic, unpredictable, and intellectually incomparable detective Sherlock Holmes cracks case after
case for the NYPD with the help of his ever-reliable partner Joan Watson. The balance of this timetested team shifts as Holmes and Watson face difficult personal choices and impossible crimes. From a
murderous drug gang to a rogue intelligence agency, the threats have never been starker. And from snake
venom-laced meals, to invisible gunshots, the methods have never been stranger..

Release Date: August 2017
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Jeeves & Wooster. Complete collection
CHECK CATALOG

The misadventures of the hapless Wooster and his butler Jeeves. Contains all 23 episodes of the series.

Knight rider. Season 1.
CHECK CATALOG

Thought to be dead, detective Michael Knight has been given a new face and identity and fights crime
with an artificially intelligent talking car called K.I.T.T.

Orphan black. Season five.
CHECK CATALOG

Tara Rafferty (Amy Huberman, The Clinic) is living the good life: she’s a successful Dublin lawyer engaged
to a fellow solicitor. But Tara’s life is turned upside down after she discovers her betrothed in bed with
a colleague. Abandoning her wedding plans (and her job), Tara strikes out on her own, starting an
unconventional private practice.

Release Date: September 2017

Rebus : the Ken Stott collection
CHECK CATALOG

Detective Inspector John Rebus is investigating sinister and grisly crimes in the storied and atmospheric
city of Edinburgh, Scotland. This complete collection includes all four series of the hit television series
based on the globally popular Inspector Rebus novels by Ian Rankin.

Schitt’s Creek season 3
CHECK CATALOG
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Silicon Valley. The complete third season
CHECK CATALOG

The further adventures of arguably the most luckless, but valiantly struggling, start-up in the valley.

The walking dead. the complete seventh season.
CHECK CATALOG

In season seven, Rick and his group’s world becomes even more brutal due to Negan’s deadly example of
what happens if they don’t live under his rules. Everyone must begin again.

Release Date: August 2017

